
From the Quasi-stati to the Dynami Maxwell's Model inMiromagnetismLaurene Halpern� St�ephane Labb�eyAbstratA ommonly used model for ferromagneti materials in the quasistati regime is theLandau-Lifshitz system oupled with the so-alled quasistati Maxwell's equations. Byan appropriate saling, we justify this approah and we propose a new asymptotiexpansion. This suggest a new numerial method.1 The miromagnetism modelThe magneti material �lls a bounded domain 
 in R3 . The evolution of the magnetization�eld is governed by the Landau-Lifshitz system�M�T = ��0�M�HT + �jMjM� (M�HT )� in 
;(1) with initial ondition M(0). M is the magnetization �eld ; it vanishes outside 
, andhas a presribed length in 
jM(X; T )j = jM(X; 0)j = MS a.e in 
:(2) �0 is the magneti permeability,  the Larmor preession fator, and � a dimensionlessdumping fator. They are all positive fators. The total magneti �eld HT is a linearfuntion of M. It is the sum of three magneti ontributions (we onsider the external �eldto be zero) : the exhange �eld Hex = A�M, the anisotropy �eld Ha = �K u� (M� u),where u is the diretion of anisotropy, and K and A are physial positive onstants. Finallythe Maxwell's �eldH solves the system of equations whose unknowns are the magneti �eldH, the eletri �eld E, and the eletrostati harge �, the magnetization �eldM being given"(X)�E�T + �(X)E� rot H = 0;�0 ��T (H+M) + rot E = 0;(3) with presribed initial onditions. Furthermore we have for all time the followingonstraints div ("(X)E) = �; div (�0(H+M)) = 0:(4)�University of Paris 13, D�epartement de Math�ematiques, Institut Galil�ee,93430 Villetaneuse, Frane,halpern�math.univ-paris13.fr .yUniversity of Paris 11, Laboratoire de Math�ematique, Bat. 425, 91405 Orsay, Frane,labbe�math.u-psud.fr. 1



2 Halpern and Labb�e"0 is the permittivity in the vauum, "r the relative permittivity of the material, andthe value of "(x) is "0"r in 
, "0 in the exterior. �(x) is the ondutivity of the material;it vanishes outside 
.The total �eld is thus given byHT (M) = �K u� (M� u) +A�M+H(M):(5) The system we onsider here is omposed of (1,...,5), with the mandatory onstraints(4) and initial onditions.2 Two salings for the miromagnetism modelWe perform the following salingH = �hĥ; E = �eê; � = ��R̂; M = �mm̂;(6) and the hange of variables X = �xx; T = �t t;(7) where �x and �t are the harateristi length and time. By homogeneity, we have thefollowing relations : �m = �h; �0 �h�t = �e�x; "0�e�x = ��:(8) The dimensionless Landau and Lifhitz system is�m̂�t = ��0 �m�m̂� ĥT + �jm̂jm̂� (m̂� ĥT )� in !;(9) with the onstraint jm̂(x; t)j = MS�m a.e in !.By homogeneity in the Landau-Lifshitz system, and linearity in HT , there appears anew sale � = �t�0. Applying the new saling to all variables,ĥ = �h; R̂ = �R; ê = �e; m̂ = �m;(10)and hoosing �m = �t�0MS , system (9) beomes�m�t = �m� hT � �m� (m� hT ) in !;(11)with the onstraint jm̂(x; t)j = jm̂(x; 0)j = 1 a.e in !:(12)The total �eld hT is given by the three ontributions ha = �K u� (m�u), hex = �A�m =A�x2�m and h : hT (m) = �K u� (m� u) + �A�m+ h(m):(13)We set � = �x�t where  is the speed of light . In our ontext, the length of 
 is supposedto be small with respet to the wavelengths. Thus the parameter � is small. With thesenotations, the Maxwell's system of equations beomes



From the quasi-stati to the dynami Maxwell's model in miromagnetism 3�2~"�e�t + �~�e� rot h = 0;��t(h+m) + rot e = 0;div (h+m) = 0; div (~"e) = R;(14)with ad ho initial values. The problem is now ready for asymptoti expansion. Notethat it is a kind of singular perturbation for the eletri and magneti �elds, in the timevariable.3 Asymptoti expansion for the Maxwell's systemWe plae ourselves in the linear ase, where the magnetization �eld m is given, and weonsider the system (14). For other asymptoti expansions and saling onerning Maxwell'sequations see [1℄ and [3℄. The well-posedness an be shown using the theory of semi-groups.We expand now R and m as funtions of �,R = 1Xi=0 �i Ri; m = 1Xi=0 �i mi;(15)and we searh for e and h suh thate = 1Xi=0 �i ei; h = 1Xi=0 �i hi:(16)Inserting these expansions into the system (14), we obtain �rst the so-alled quasi-statiMaxwell's system ( div (h0 +m0) = 0; rot h0 = 0;rot e0 = � ��t(m0 + h0); div (~"e0) = R0;(17)and a sequene of systems for k � 18><>: div (hk +mk) = 0; rot hk = ~"�ek�2�t + ~�ek�1;rot ek = � ��t(hk +mk); div (~"ek) = Rk:(18)(with the onvention e�2 = e�1 = 0). Using the Helmholtz deomposition in weightedSobolev spaes, we provedTheorem 3.1. Suppose mk belongs to Cp�k+1(R+ ;L2(!)) and Rk belongs toCp�k(R+ ;L2 (!)) for 0 � k � p. Then problems (17)and (18) have a unique solution(hk; ek) in Cp�k+1(R+ ;L2(R3 ))� Cp�k(R+ ;L2(R3 )) for 0 � k � p.We verify now that the asymptoti expansions really approximate the �elds. Let �hpand �ep be the partial sums, ~hp and ~ep denote the errors, i.e.�ep = pXi=0 �i ei; ~ep = e� �ep; �hp = pXi=0 �i hi; ~hp = h� �hp:(19)The errors satisfy, for any p � 0, a system of the type



4 Halpern and Labb�e8>>><>>>: �2~"�~ep�t + �~�~ep � rot ~hp = 0(�p+1);�~hp�t + rot ~ep = 0(�p+1);~hp(x; 0) = ~ep(x; 0) = 0:(20)We obtain hyperboli estimates by multiplying the �rst equation by ~e, the seond by~h, and using Green's formula. The Gronwall lemma leads to the onlusionTheorem 3.2. For any p � 1, the following error estimates hold : for any positivetime � , there exists a onstant C suh thatjj~hpjjL1(0;� ;L2(R3)) � C�p;jj~epjjL1(0;� ;L2(R3)) � C�p�1; jj~epjjL2(0;� ;L2(!)) � C�p� 12 :(21)For p = 0, the error estimates are weaker : for any positive time � , there exists a onstantC suh that jj~h0jjL1(0;� ;L2(R3)) � Cp�; j~h0jL1(0;� ;H1 (R3)) � C�;jjrot (~"~e0)jjL2(0;� ;L2(!)) � C�:(22)4 Asymptoti developpement for the Miromagnetism system oupledwith the Maxwell's modelWe ome bak now to the Landau-Lifshitz system (11). Theorems of existene andomments on uniqueness an be found in [5℄.The magnetization �eld m is now an unknown, with initial value independent of �.Inserting expansions (15) and (16) into (11) and (14), we obtain the �rst term�m0�t = �m0 � hT;0 � �m0 � (m0 � hT;0) in !;jm0j = 1;m0(x; 0) =m(0)(x); a.e. in !;(23)and hT;0 = �K u� (m0 � u) + �A�m0 + h0(24)where h0 is given by the quasi-stati Maxwell's system in (17).The problem (23) is proved to be well-posed in [4℄. We �rst give an energy estimate onthe solution to (11) and (14).Theorem 4.1. Let (m; e;h) solve the equations (11) and (14). The following energyestimate holds12 ddt [ �2 ZR3 ~"jej2 dx +ZR3 jhj2 dx+ ZR3 ~Ajgrad mj2 dx+ ZR3 Kju �mj2 dx℄+� Z! ~�jej2 dx+ Z! jm� hT j2 dx = 0:(25)With these estimates, we an prove onvergeneTheorem 4.2. The solution (m;h) to (11) (14) onverges weak-* to the solution(m0;h0) of the quasistati model (23) in L1(0; � ; H 1 (R3)) as � tends to 0(modulo theextration of a subsequene).



From the quasi-stati to the dynami Maxwell's model in miromagnetism 5The proof mimis the proof by Carbou in [2℄ for the onvergene of the omplete systemtowards the quasistati system as the permittivity "0 tends to 0. But we still do notapproximate the eletri �eld. Therefore we introdue the other terms in the expansion.They are given for any n � 0 by�mn�t = � Xk+l=nmk � hT;l � � Xk+l=n Xi+j=kml � (mi � hT;j) in !;Xk+l=nmk �ml = 0;mn(x; 0) = 0; a.e. in !(26)and hT;j = �K u� (mj � u) + �A�mj + hj(27)where hj is given by (18).It is a linear equation whih an be shown to be well-posed. There is no proof ofonvergene today.5 A dynamial method of simulation using �nite volumeThe idea is to ompute the partial sums ( �mn; �hn; �en). Using the fat that for all i in N,(ei;hi;mi) depend only on (ej;hj;mj) for j � i, we ompute the (ej ;hj ;mj) suessively.At eah level, we use the same �nite volume method in spae, but a di�erent sheme intime to ompute (enj ;hnj ;mnj ), approximation of (ej;hj;mj) at time tn.For eah time step tn, (en0 ;hn0 ;mn0 ) is �rst omputed, by an expliit seond order Taylorsheme in time for the system (26). It is proved in [4℄ that there exists a unique time step�tn suh that the sheme is stable and has optimal onvergene. en0 and hn0 are obtainedby solving a Laplae equation in !.Then (enk ;hnk ;mnk) for k > 0 are omputed suessively by the following algorithm :1. Predition of hnk using enk�1, enk�2 andmn�1k with a �rst order impliit sheme in (18).2. Computation of mnk using hnk with a �rst order impliit sheme in (26).3. Corretion of hnk using mnk in (18) .4. Computation of enk by solving (18) .All the omputations in spae amount to solving a Poisson equation, for whih we havefast solvers (see [4℄). The presented algorithm provides an aurate method to ompute thesolutions to Landau-Lifshitz oupled with Maxwell's equations in ferromagnets.Referenes[1℄ H. Ammari,A. Bu�a,J-C. N�ed�ele, A justi�ation of eddy urrents models for the Maxwellequations, to appear in SIAM Journal of Appl. Math.[2℄ G. Carbou, P. Fabrie, Time average in miromagnetism, J. Di�er. Equations 147, 2 (1998),pp. 383-409[3℄ P. Degond, P-A. Raviart, An analysis of the Darwin model of approximation to Maxwell'sequations, Forum Math. 4, 1 (1992), pp. 13-44.[4℄ S. Labb�e,Simulation num�erique du omportement hyperfr�equene des mat�eriaux magn�etiques,th�ese de l'Universit�e Paris-Nord (1998).[5℄ A. Visintin, On Landau-Lifshitz equation for ferromagnetism, Japan Journal of Appl. Math.,2 (1985), pp. 62-84.


